In this work, we present a hybrid technique that combines a Genetic Algorithm with meta-heuristics to solve a problem in RENAULT France's production plants. The method starts with an initial solution obtained by means of a GRASP (Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure) used as an input for a Genetic Algorithm complemented by a Simulated Annealing procedure of population improvement. We establish a comparison point among the different techniques used in the method. Their performances are evaluated as well as that of the entire method. The conclusion is that hybrid methods have clear advantages for the treatment of production planning problems.
Introduction
Scheduling and programming problems at the core of the SFROAD (Société Française de Recherche Opérationnelle et d'Aide à la Décision) 2005 focus on the problems that have arisen at the RENAULT, France production plants. They present ROADEF'05 with the challenge of finding a solution to a real world extension of the classical car sequencing problem [1] , the goal of which is to schedule cars along an assembly line while satisfying several capacity constraints. The particular problem addressed by SFROAD differs from the standard one since, besides capacity constraints imposed by the assembly shop, it introduces paint batching constraints involving the minimization of the consumption of solvents in the paint shop. Our analysis focuses on the phase of arrangement of daily sequences in production problems [2] . Here it is necessary to take into account different, even conflicting factors. The main goal is to develop a hybrid technique to tackle this problem and evaluate its performance compared to other traditionally used methods. Usual techniques intended to find approximate optimal solutions to similar problems are, greedy search [3] , GRASP [4] , GISMOO Algorithm [5] , local search [6, 7] , hybrid variable neighborhood search [8] , among others. The Hybrid Genetic Algorithm (HGA) presented in this work amalgamates constructive procedures like the Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) [9] , and Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [10] with search methods like Simulated Annealing (SA) [11] .
The paper is structured as follows: First, the ROADEF'05 problem is introduced. Then, the proposed Hybrid Genetic Algorithm (HGA) is described in detail. Then, comparisons between the HGA and other methods are presented. Finally, we analyze the results of running the HGA and present the conclusions.
ROADEF'05
The problem consists in determining the scheduling order of vehicles in a production day that best satisfies the assembly line and paint shop requirements [1] . The paint shop goal is to minimize the consumption of paint solvent. Therefore, it requires grouping vehicles according to their colors as well as minimizing the number of spray gun washes, i.e. to schedule the longest paint color batches that are possible. Paint color batches have a limitation on the upper batch size due to the need for frequent washing of the spray guns even when there is no need for paint color changes. This limitation constitutes a hard constraint.
In order to lighten the workload in the assembly line, vehicles that require special assembling operations have to be evenly distributed throughout the total processed cars.
These vehicles are considered to be "hard to assemble". There are two classes of ratio constraints, high priority level and low priority level ones. High priority level ratio constraints ensue from car characteristics that require heavy workloads in the assembly line. Low priority level ratio constraints, instead, result from car features that cause small inconveniences in the production process.
Given the heterogeneities involved in the problem, multi-objective optimization constitutes a natural approach to the problem [12] [13] [14] . The objectives are, from the highest to the lowest priority level with no compensation between them: (a) the minimization of paint color changes (eq. 1); (b) minimization of the number of violations of high priority level ratio constraints (eq. 2); (c) the minimization of violations of low priority level ratio constraints (eq. 3).
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N n 1 Here NPCCi is the number of paint color changes in the sequence i, NVHPRCi and NVLPRCi are the number of violations of high priority ratio constrains and low priority ratio constrains, respectively in sequence i. On the other hand, N is the number of sequences and n the number of sub-sequences. The fitness (f) is defined for each of the three objectives. In what follows, we assume that the values of ,  and  are given (=1.000.000, =1.000 y =1) and that the full model is captured by eq. (4) and eq. (5). In eq. (4), objective one (obj one) corresponds with (a) or (b), objective two (obj two) is (a), (b) or (c), and objective three (obj three) is (a) or (c). Of course, the "or" in the definition of the objectives are exclusive, i.e. only one of the alternatives will be the case. In this way eq. (4) is directly related to the possible scenarios that frame the problem. Eq. 5 restricts the number of vehicles of the same color in each sub-sequence.
Here LEPCj is the amount of cars of the same color in the sub-sequence j, LEPCmax is the maximum allowable number of cars of the same color and S is the number of sub-sequences of equal color. Table 1 specifies the level of complexity, scenario, number of high priority level constraints (HPRC), number of low priority level constraints (LPRC), limit of paint color batches (batches) and number of vehicles in a production day (N). The priorities of the objectives (a), (b) and (c) are shown in the Order column.
Hybrid Genetic Algorithm
The Hybrid Genetic Algorithm (HGA) presented here has two main stages, each with a different clear objective: the first one constructs an initial solution set with GRASP [9, 15] , while the second one, using it, follows the evolution of the population by means of the Genetic Algorithm (GA) [10, 16] combined with Simulated Annealing (SA) [11] . In the GA stage, the SA module is introduced to improve the children from one generation to the other. Fig. 1 shows the layout of the Hybrid Genetic Algorithm.
Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedures
The GRASP algorithm is, in turn, structured in two phases: a constructive one whose product is a good but not necessarily locally optimal solution; and a local search procedure that examines solution neighborhoods until a local optimum is found. The procedure begins by taking a random vehicle as the first element in the sequence. While not all vehicles are in the sequence, the closest match for place i is chosen. Each element of the candidate list is assigned a probability to be chosen. These probabilities are weighed with respect to a partial fitness value. When the sequence is complete, an n permutation of vehiclepairs is repeated m times. The objective is to look for a local optimum in the neighborhood of the solution. The values of m and n are input parameters of the algorithm. In Fig. 2 the layout of the GRASP algorithm is observed. Tables 2 (Solution: 17 5 4 10 9 8 2 6 3) and 3 (Solution: 1 7 5 4 10 9 8 3 2 6) show the construction of a feasible and a non feasible solution with the GRASP.
Genetic Algorithm Stage
The genetic stage works on the basis of the individuals produced by the GRASP stage. Each individual is a list of Parents :-Pop.Select_Parents(); 9.
Children :-Crossover(Parents);
10.
MutationChildren :-Mutation(Children);
11.
SimulatedAnnealing(MutationChildren); 12.
for j = 1 to Number_of_Child(MutationChildren) do 13.
MutationChildren(j for k = 1 to n do 3.
carsaux:-cars; 4.
while S.cars < cars.count do 5.
listcandidates.add(bestcarcandidate(carsaux)); 6.
carsaux.del(bestcarcandidate(carsaux));
7.
Vi :-choose_prob(listofcandidates); 8.
S.addcar(Vi); 9.
end while 10.
for j = 0 to m do 11.
Sj :-Permute(p,S); 12.
if Sj.fitness < S.fitness then 13.
Sbest integers that represents the order in sequence of production. An individual in the population is a chain of integers. Each integer represents a vehicle.
The chromosome of the individual indicates the order of production sequence, in one day of work, from left to right. The initial population is a set of solutions received from the GRASP stage. Ranking selection is used to choose the parents that will construct the next population. An empirical analysis allows us to conclude that a population of between 90 and 100 individuals constitute a large enough sample.
Crossover
The GA is implemented with one point crossover. The operator randomly chooses a point to cross the parents. The simple crossover is applied here. Table 4 shows the crossover between Parent1 = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10) and Parent2 = (8 1 4 7 10 3 9 2 6 5) to obtain Child1 = (1 2 3 4 10 9 6 5 8 7) and Child2 = (8 1 4 7 5 6 9 10 2 3).
As an example, let us start from parents Parent1 = (1 2 3 4 / 5 6 7 8 9 10) and Parent2 = (8 1 4 7 / 10 3 9 2 6 5), where the slashes are split points. First, we obtain Child1 = (1 2 3 4 * * * * * *) and Child2 = (8 1 4 7 * * * * * *), preserving the first sub sequence of the respective split point for Parent1 and Parent2. Then, starting from the split point, the vehicles in Parent2 that are not in Child1 are used to complete the vehicles in Child1. In this case, the list of vehicles in Parent2 starting from the second split point is: (10 3 9 2 6 5), but when the vehicles that belong already to Child1 (i. e., 3 2) are eliminated, the sub-sequence becomes (10 9 6 5 8 7). These vehicles are added to Child1, starting from the split point. When the end is reached, the remaining cars are added at the initial part of Child1. 
Mutation
The mutation operator generates one value for each vehicle in an individual solution. This value indicates whether the vehicle must change its position in the sequence. If this is the case, a new value is generated. The new number indicates the new position of the vehicle in the sequence. Table 5 (Child1: 1 2 3 4 10 9 6 5 8 7, Mutation: 1 2 5 4 10 9 6 3 8 7) shows an example of a child mutation.
Simulated Annealing
The goal of a "simulated annealing phase" is to improve the quality of children between generations. The key factor consists in defining an initial parameter , the initial temperature (Ti), a cooling speed (), the number of iterations (M) for each temperature (T), and the final temperature (Tf). For all children ch in a generation we select ch for the initialization of Sa and given Ti, greater than Tf , Simulated Annealing runs through two nested cycles. The first cycle is associated with T. The second is related to M, which varies depending on the actual state of T and parameter . The second cycle generates the new sequence Sc. Sc is constructed taking into account the pair permutations of vehicles in Sa. If f(Sc) < f(Sa), Sc replaces Sa. Otherwise, it is associated a probability of accepting to Sc. The objective is to escape from a local optimum. When the nested cycle terminates, T is actualized considering  and initial parameter . The algorithm returns Sa, the last sequence of vehicles found. In Fig. 3 we show the layout of SA. SA and GRASP achieve them at 84,9%, 59,9% and 55,4% of the runs, respectively. Finally, in terms of high levels of difficulty problems, HGA reaches optimum results at a n average of 78.7% of its runs, while GA, SA and GRASP achieve them at 74,9%, 57,9% and 54,9% of their corresponding runs. 
Conclusions
In this work we presented a novel approach to the solution of ROADEF'05, combining different procedures. They were adapted on the basis of the structure, number of variables and complexity of each scenario. Individual analyses of the Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP), a Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Simulated Annealing (SA) returned satisfactory results. Moreover, in most scenarios GRASP and SA generated solutions with similar features. However, GA converges to better quality results than SA and GRASP. It is interesting to note that GA reaches superior results when the initial individual population is obtained by means of the GRASP. In this context, the Hybrid Genetic Algorithm (HGA) efficiently amalgamates the desirable characteristics of the three metaheuristics, GRASP, GAs and SA. The experiments sustain this claim since the results achieved with the hybrid technique are better than those obtained by each technique by itself. focuses on urban traffic and production chain optimization problems using bio-inspired algorithms. She has published book chapters and several papers in indexed journals and proceedings of refereed international conferences. 
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